
 
 
 

WANTED:    (2) Full Time Physical Therapists 

Location: 1-Fergus Falls, MN clinic location 

1-Alexandria, MN clinic location 

Salary:   85,000+ for the right candidate + bonus, retirement, health ins, etc., etc. 

Date needed: ASAP 

Northwest Rehabilitation, a private practice physical therapy company with clinic locations in Alexandria and Fergus 

Falls, MN, is looking for (2) full time Physical Therapists to join our rehabilitation team, one at our Fergus Falls clinic 

location and one at our Alexandria, MN clinic location.   New, or recent graduates are desired for this opening, simply 

due to their proximity to formal education and hopeful remaining desire to learn clinically applicable manual therapy 

skills.  Northwest Rehabilitation is offering a great starting salary with additional bonus structure, and even potential 

stock buy options in time for the right candidate.  Health Insurance, retirement, and generous continuing education 

allowance included in benefit package along with professional mentorship to assist in manual therapy certification 

(MTC) obtainment (if desired) 

Northwest Rehabilitation’s two clinics are located in West Central Minnesota in the towns of Alexandria and Fergus 

Falls which both are directly located on Interstate 94 sandwiched between Saint Cloud, MN and the Fargo/Moorhead 

region.  This region is known for its abundant amount of lakes, available for any watersport you can think of, along with 

forests and rolling plains making for great hunting and other outdoor recreational activities.  Both Alexandria and Fergus 

Falls have populations in excess of 14,000 with a regional draws of approximately 25,000+ in being the largest cities in 

their respective counties (Douglas and Ottertail).   

Northwest Rehabilitation is a manual therapy focused Physical Therapy company that has been located in Alexandria 

and Fergus Falls for 20+ years.   Since inception, Northwest Rehabilitation’s goal has been to be the most clinically 

superior clinic in every town/region we occupy.  Northwest Rehabilitation’s pursuit of clinical excellence has led our two 

Alexandria Physical Therapists to achieve their national Manual Therapy Certification (MTC), with our Fergus Falls 

Physical Therapist only having to take his test in order to obtain his own MTC.   

If you are looking for a job opportunity that allows both clinical and financial growth this position will be hard to match 
anywhere. For even more information about Northwest Rehabilitation please refer to our website at: 

www.northwestrehabilitation.com 

or simply give our clinical director/owner at call at (320) 815-025 

email james@northwestrehabilitation.com  
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